If X is a variety over a number field, Annette Huber has defined in [11] a category of "horizontal" (or "almost everywhere unramified") -adic complexes and -adic perverse sheaves on X. For such objects, the notion of weights makes sense (in the sense of Deligne, see [9] ), just as in the case of varieties over finite fields. However, contrary to what happens in that last case, mixed perverse sheaves (or mixed locally constant sheaves) on X do not have a weight filtration in general, even when X is a point. The goal of this paper is to show how to avoid this problem by working directly in the derived category of the abelian category of perverse sheaves that do admit a weight filtration.
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Introduction
Let K be a field of finite type over its prime subfield, let X be a separated scheme of finite type over K, and let be a prime number invertible in K. In her article [11] Annette Huber introduced a category D b m (X, Q ) of mixed horizontal -adic sheaves on X.
2 The idea of [11] is to consider the category of -adic complexes on X that extend to a constructible -adic complex on a model X of X over a normal scheme U of finite type over Z and with field of fractions K, where we require our constructible sheaves to be locally constant on strata that are smooth over U ; we also want the morphisms between complexes to extend to X . There is a natural definition of weights (in the sense of Deligne's [9] ) on such complexes, by considering their restriction to the fibers of X over closed points of U . So we have a notion of pure sheaves, and mixed complexes are defined (as in [9] ) as those complexes whose cohomology sheaves have a filtration with pure quotients.
By sections 2 and 3 of [11] , the 6 operations (ordinary and exceptional direct and inverse images, tensor products and internal homs) exist on these categories of complexes. Moreover, it is shown in 2.5 and 3.2 of [11] that the category D b m (X, Q ) has a (self-dual) perverse t-structure, whose heart Perv m (X) is called the category of horizontal mixed perverse sheaves on X.
Also, the results of chapters 4 and 5 of Beilinson-Bernstein-Deligne's book [6] about the texactness (or perverse cohomological amplitude) of the 6 functors, and the way these 6 functors affect weights, can be extended to our situation thanks to Deligne's generic base change theorem (SGA 4 1/2 [Th. finitude] section 2), see for example 3.4 and 3.5 of [11] .
Finally, there is a notion of weight filtration on an object of Perv m (X) (see [11] 3.7); it is an increasing filtration whose quotients are pure perverse sheaves of increasing weights. This filtration is unique if it exists ([11] 3.8), but unfortunately it doesn't always exist, unless K is a finite field. As noted in the remark below [11] 3.8, the category of horizontal mixed perverse sheaves on X admitting a weight filtration is a full abelian subcategory Perv mf (X) of Perv m (X) which is stable by subquotients, but it is not stable by extensions.
As a consequence, if we start from a horizontal mixed perverse sheaf that does have a weight filtration and apply some sheaf operations, then it is not clear that the perverse cohomology sheaves of the resulting mixed complex will still have weight filtrations. (Although we would certainly expect that to be the case.) For example, this is a problem if we want to generalize the arguments of [15] , that gives among other things a formula for the intersection complex of X.
The goal of this paper is to give a solution to this problem, inspired by Beilinson's theorem that, if K is a finite field, then the derived category of Perv m (X) is canonically equivalent to D b m (X, Q ) (see [4] , [3] ; note that Beilinson's result is more general). Beilinson also gives a way to reconstruct the derived direct image functors from their perverse versions, and formulas adapted to perverse sheaves for the unipotent nearby and vanishing cycles functors. Building on this, Morihiko Saito has shown in [17] and [18] how to recover the other operations (inverse images, tensor products and internal Hom's) using only perverse sheaves.
In this paper, we will follow the ideas of Beilinson and M. Saito to construct all the sheaf operations on the bounded derived categories of the categories Perv mf (X). The main point, which is taken as an axiom in [18] , is the fact that these categories are stable by perverse direct images; in section 5, we show how to deduce it from Deligne's weight-monodromy theorem. Another difficulty is to state all the compatibilities that the sheaf operations should satisfy. We have chosen to use the formalism of crossed functors ("foncteurs croisés"), originally due to Deligne and developed by Voedvodsky and Ayoub. In order to check that the constructions of Beilinson and M. Saito do fit into this formalism, we have had to rewrite some of them. (Another reason is that the categories Perv mf (X) satisfy assumptions that are slightly different from the axioms of [18] , and so certain proofs become simpler, and at least one proof has to be totally changed. However, most of the constructions are very similar to the ones in [18] .) Let us point out that a result of Shulman (see [19] ) about composing left and right derived functors plays an important technical role in these verifications.
Here is a quick description of the different parts of the paper. Section 1 is the introduction, and If A ∈ U , we say that a scheme over Spec A is horizontal if it is flat and of finite type over A. Let X be a scheme over K. We denote by U X the category of triples (A, X , u), where A ∈ U , X is a horizontal scheme over A and u is an isomorphism of K-schemes X ∼ −→ X ⊗ A K; we will often omit u from the notation. A morphism (A, X , u) −→ (A , X , u ) is an inclusion A ⊂ A and a morphism f : X −→ X ⊗ A A such that u = u • f . Then we have a canonical isomorphism (given by the entry u of the triples)
Let Λ be one the rings O E /m m E , O E , E or Q , where E is a finite extension of Q and m E is the maximal ideal of O E . Let A ∈ U and let X be a horizontal scheme over A or a scheme over K. We denote by D (the last limit is over finite extensions E of Q contained in the fixed algebraic closure Q ).
As in the remark following Definition 1.2 of [11] , we see that these categories are triangulated and have a t-structure induced by the canonical t-structures on the D b c (X , Λ), and that all the properties of Theorem 6.3 of [10] carry over. Objects in the heart of the canonical t-structure will be called horizontal constructible sheaves on X.
We denote by η
Remark 2.1.2 Let (A, X , u) be an object of U X. For every A ∈ U such that A ⊃ A, we set X = X ⊗ A A and write u for the isomorphism
As in Proposition 1.3 and remark after Proposition 2.11 of [11] , we have :
, then the functor η * is an equivalence of categories.
2. In general, η * is fully faithful on the heart of the canonical t-structure.
Using the description of Ext 1 as the group classifying extensions, we immediately get the following corollary.
Corollary 2.1.4 Let F and G be two horizontal constructible sheaves on X. Then the morphism
induced by η * is injective.
Perverse t-structure
Let's recall Huber's construction of the self-dual perverse t-structure on D b h (X, Λ). (It would work for any perversity function, but we are most interested in the self-dual case.) Let A ∈ U and X be a horizontal scheme over A. As in [11] 2.1, we say that a stratification of X is horizontal if all its strata are smooth over A. If S is a horizontal stratification of X and L is the data of a set of irreducible lisse O E -sheaves on every strata of S satisfying condition (c) of [11] 2.2, we get as in Definition 2.2 and Lemma 2.4 of [11] 
, and it has a self-dual perverse t-structure, whose heart we will denote by Perv (S,L) (X , O E ). Moreover, the methods of [6] 3.1 give a realization functor real :
couples (S, L) as before, and by Theorem 2.5 of [11] , the perverse t-structure goes to the limit and induces a t-structure on D b h (X, O E ), whose heart will be denoted by Perv h (X, O E ). We also get a functor real :
, induces by the realization functors above. Tensoring by E and going to the limit on E, we get the perverse t-structures D b h (X, E) and D b h (X, Q ); their hearts will be denoted by Perv h (X, E) and Perv h (X, Q ), and the corresponding realization functors by real.
As in [11] 2.7, the six operations have the usual exactness properties with respect to the perverse t-structure (which means the properties of [6] 4.1 and 4.2), the categories Perv h (X, E) and Perv h (X, Q ) are Artinian and Noetherian, and we have the same description of its simple objects as in Theorem 4.3.1 of [6] .
Moreover, the functors η
c (X, Λ) are t-exact (see Theorem 6.3(iv) of [10] for the existence of the perverse t-structure on the second category), so they induce exact functors η * : Perv h (X, Λ) −→ Perv(X, Λ), where the second category is the heart of the perverse tstructure on D b c (X, Λ). The following result is a slight generalization of the first part of Lemma 2.12 of [11] .
Proposition 2.2.1 Let Λ = E or Q .
The functor η
* : Perv h (X, Λ) −→ Perv(X, Λ) is fully faithful, and its essential image is the full category of perverse sheaves on X who extend to a constructible complex on some X , for (A, X ) ∈ Ob U X.
For every
induced by η is injective.
Proof. If the category where we take the Ext i is clear from context, we omit it in this proof.
We prove the both points by Noetherian induction on X. If dim X = 0, then the perverse t-structure on D b c (X, Λ) is the usual t-structure, so the first point follows from Proposition 1.3 of [11] (quoted here as Proposition 2.1.3), and the second point follows from the first.
Suppose that dim X > 0, and let K, L ∈ Ob Perv h (X). Lemma 2.12 of [11] says that the map Hom(K, L) −→ Hom(η * K, η * L) is injective, and we want to show that it is also surjective. We show this by induction on the sum of the lengths of K and L.
Suppose first that K and L are both simple. Then we have smooth connected locally closed subschemes k 1 :
In particular, by Proposition 1.3 of [11] , η * K and η * L are also simple, and Hom(K, L)
, proving the first point.
We prove the second point. Let Z = Y 1 ∩Y 2 , and denote by i : Z −→ X and j : X −Z −→ X the inclusions. We have an exact triangle
As j * K and j * L are perverse with disjoint supports on X − Z, R Hom(j * K, j * L) = 0, so we get isomorphisms Ext
We have a similar result for
and
so the second point follows from the induction hypothesis applied to Z.
so the second point again follows from the induction hypothesis applied to Z.
Finally, suppose that Y 1 = Y 2 . Then i * K and i ! L are perverse and simple, and we may assume that Y 1 = Y 2 . Let k be the inclusion of the open subscheme Y 1 of Z, and a be the inclusion of its complement. As before, we have an exact triangle
As i * K and i ! L are simple of support Z, we know that a * i * K is concentrated in perverse degree ≤ −1 and that a ! i ! L is concentrated in perverse degree ≥ 1, so we get an injective map
. We have a similar calculation for i * η * K and i ! η * L, and so the second point follows from Proposition 1.3 of [11] (actually from its consequence Corollary 2.1.4). This finishes the proof in the case where K and L are both simple. Now suppose that we have an exact sequence 0 −→ K 1 −→ K −→ K 2 −→ 0, and that we know the result for the pairs
We have a commutative diagram with exact rows
so both points follow from the five lemma.
The case where we have an exact sequence 0
is treated in the same way.
Mixed perverse sheaves
In this subsection, Λ = E or Q .
The key point is that, if A ∈ U , then, as A is a Z-algebra of finite type, the residue fields of closed points of Spec A are finite, so we can use the theory of [6] chapter 5 as in section 3 of [11] to define categories D b m (X, Λ) of mixed horizontal complexes. Once we have defined what it means for an (ordinary) horizontal sheaf to be punctually pure of a certain weight, the definition proceeds as in [6] 
is in the heart of the canonical t-structure (i.e., a horizontal constructible sheaf) and w ∈ Z, we say that F is punctually pure of weight w if there exists (A, X ) ∈ Ob U X and F ∈ D b c (X , Λ) a sheaf extending F such that, for every closed point x of Spec A, F |Xx is punctually pure of weight w in the sense of [6] 5.1.5 (that is, of Deligne's [9] ).
We denote by D b m (X, Λ) the full subcategory of mixed complexes in D b h (X, Λ). By Proposition 3.2 of [11] , this subcategories are stable by the 6 operations and inherit a perverse t-structure from D b h (X, Λ). We denote the heart of this t-structure by Perv m (X, Λ); it is a full subcategory of Perv h (X, Λ), stable by subquotients and extensions. All the compatibilities between the six operations (and the intermediate extension functor) and weights that are proved in [9] and [6] chapter 5 remain true, see [11] 3.3-3.6. Also, the functor real :
Let's introduce weight filtrations, following Definition 3.7 [11] . Definition 2.3.1 Let K ∈ Ob Perv m (X, Λ). A weight filtration on K is an exhaustive ascending filtration W on K (in the abelian category Perv m (X, Λ)) such that Gr W k K is pure of weight k for every k ∈ Z.
As the abelian category Perv m (X, Λ) is Artinian and Noetherian, such a filtration is automatically finite. Note also that morphisms in Perv m (X, Λ) are strictly compatible with weight filtrations (Lemma of 3.8 [11] ), so in particular a weight filtration is unique if it exists. Definition 2.3.2 Let Perv mf (X, Λ) be the full subcategory of Perv m (X, Λ) whose objects are mixed horizontal perverse sheaves admitting a weight filtration.
We denote by R X : Perv mf (X) −→ Perv m (X) the inclusion.
This subcategory is clearly stable by subquotients in Perv m (X, Λ), but it is not stable by extensions (even if X = Spec K), see the warning before Proposition 3.4 of [11] .
Beilinson's theorem
Beilinson has proved in Theorem 1.3 of [4] that the realization functor real : (What is needed is the formalism of the six operations, the construction of the unipotent nearby and vanishing cycles of Beilinson's paper [3] , and, to start the induction in the proof of Lemma 2.1.1 of [4] , the fact that the result if true for X of dimension 0.) So we get the following result, which is not necessary to prove the results of this article, but is an interesting fact nonetheless.
Theorem 2.4.1 (Beilinson) Let X be a scheme over K.
The realization functors real :
are equivalences of categories.
Main theorems
From now on, we will always take Λ = E or Λ = Q , and we won't write the "Λ" in the names of the categories of sheaves and complexes.
Informal statement
Informally, the main theorems say that the sheaves operations ( A convenient way to say this is to use the formalism introduced in Ayoub's thesis [1] (and in his article [2] ). Then Theorem 3.2.4 says that the four operations f * , f * , f ! and f ! exist and satisfy all the expected adjunctions and compatibilities, and Theorem 3.2.12 asserts the existence and properties of the derived internal Homs and derived tensor products. The stability of the categories Perv mf is proved in section 5.1, and the unipotent vanishing cycles are constructed in section 6.1.
Formal statement
We denote by Sch/K the category of schemes over K (always assumed to be separated of finite type, as before) and by TR the 2-category of triangulated categories.
The notion of a formalism of the four operations (f * , f * , f ! , f ! ) has been axiomatized by Deligne, Voedvodsky and Ayoub, under the name of "foncteur croisé". 3 We will follow Ayoub's presentation. 
formally constructed used the exchange structures and adjunctions (see the beginning of [1] 1.2.4) are isomorphisms and inverses of each other; equivalently, we could required that the morphisms (1) For every X ∈ Ob(Sch/K), a triangulated functor R X :
derivators is complicated by the fact that it is difficult to make sense of the notion of "perverse sheaf over a diagram of schemes", because inverse image functors typically do not preserve perverse sheaves. 4 Note that we take the two categories C 1 and C 2 of this reference to be equal to Sch/K.
(2) For every f : X −→ Y in Sch/K, invertible natural transformations
We require these transformations to satisfy the compatibility conditions spelled out in section 3 of Ayoub's paper [2] .
• For every f :
Moreover, we have morphisms of crossed functors
Then our first main result is the following theorem. 
and of the realization functor of Theorem 2.4.1.
Moreover, the functor R X is conservative for every K-scheme X, and we have for every morphism f in Sch/K a natural transformation H mf,! (f ) −→ H mf, * (f ), which is an isomorphism if f is proper.
To prove this, we will follow the same strategy as in chapter 1 of [1] and section 3 of [2] , and deduce the existence of the crossed functor and of the natural transformation f ! −→ f * from that of a stable homotopic 2-functor.
We note that the conservativity of R X follows formally from the fact that it is the derived functor of a faithful exact functor Perv mf (X) −→ Perv m (X), so we can and will use this fact from now on. Also, the fact that f ! −→ f * is an isomorphism for f proper then follows immediately from the conservativity of the functors R X .
, and for f a morphism of Sch/K, we also denote the 1-functor H * (f ) by f * . We suppose that H * is strictly unital, i.e., for every morphism
We say that H * is a stable homotopic 2-functor if it satisfies the following conditions :
(3) If f : X −→ Y is a smooth morphism in Sch/K, then the functor f * admits a left adjoint f . Moreover, if we have a cartesian square :
with f smooth, then the exchange morphism f g * −→ g * f (defined formally using the adjonctions, see (1) For every X ∈ Ob(Sch/K), a triangulated functor R X :
We require that this data satisfy the following compatibility conditions : 
which shows that p s * :
Finally, we show the existence of tensor products and internal Hom's on the categories
.) A unitary symmetric monoïdal stable homotopic 2-functor is a stable homotopic 2-functor H * that takes its values in the 2-category of symmetric monoïdal unitary triangulated categories, that is, that associates to every X ∈ Ob Sch K a unitary symmetric monoïdal category (H(X), ⊗ X , 1 1 X ) and such that : such that :
(a) For every X ∈ Ob(Sch K ), the functor R X is monoïdal unitary.
(b) For every morphism of K-schemes f , the natural transformation θ f is a morphism of monoïdal unitary functors.
(iii) (See Definition 2.3.50 of [1] .) If H * is as in (i), we say that H * is closed if, for every X ∈ Ob Sch K , the symmetric monoïdal category (H(X), ⊗ X ) is closed; this means that, for every object K of H(X), the endofunctor K ⊗ X · of H(X) admits a right adjoint, that will be denoted by Hom X (K, ·). Moreover, for every K-scheme X, the functorial map
Proof. This theorem is proved in section 8. More precisely, the bifunctors ⊗ X and Hom are constructed in section 8, and all their properties are proved there except for condition (i)(b) of Definition 3.2.10. But this last condition follows from the fact that the functor R X is conservative (and that the analogous result is true in D b m (X)).
Easy stabilities
The proof of Theorem 3.2.9 will require us to show that the full subcategories Perv mf (X) ⊂ Perv m (X) are preserved by a certain number of sheaf operations. Here we list the easier such results.
(ii) If f is proper, then, for every k ∈ Z, the functor
Proof. Point (i) follows from the fact that the functor f * [d] is exact and sends pure perverse sheaves to pure perverse sheaves (by [6] 5.1.14). Point (ii) is Proposition 3.9 of Huber's paper [11] . (This proposition is stated for f smooth, but its proof doesn't use the smoothness of f .)
op to Perv mf (X).
(ii) The external tensor product functor :
Proof. This follows from the fact all these functors are exact and send pure perverse sheaves to pure perverse sheaves (see [6] 5.1.14).
In particular, by deriving trivially the functors above, we get :
id, and also an exact functor Proof. As Perv mf (U ) if a full subcategory of Perv m (U ) for every U , we only need to show the following fact : If K is an object of Perv m (X) and if there exists anétale cover
Let's prove this fact. Let a ∈ Z. We need to construct a subobject L of K such that L is of weight ≤ a and K/L is of weight > a. For every i ∈ I, we set L i = W a (u * i K), where W is the weight filtration on K i . By the uniqueness of the weight filtration, the L i glue to a subobject L of K. As we can test weights on anétale cover of X (for example by Theorem 5.2.1 and 5.1.14(iii) of [6] ), this L satisfies the required conditions.
Nearby cycles
The goal of this section is to show that the functor of nearby cycles preserves the categories Perv mf (X) and to deduce that these categories are also preserved by the functors p H k f * , for every morphism f of Sch/K. The main tool is Deligne's weight-monodromy theorem from [9] .
Nearby cycles and weights
Let X be K-scheme and f : X −→ A 1 be a morphism. We write
be the nearby and vanishing cycles functors defined in SGA 7 Exposé XVIII, shifted by −1 so that they will be t-exact for the perverse t-structure. (See Corollary 4.5 of Illusie's [12] , and note that the dimension function we use on U is shifted by +1 when compared with Illusie's dimension function.) We denote by N : Ψ f −→ Ψ f (−1) the logarithm of a generator of the monodromy.
We recall the definition of the relative monodromy filtration, due to Deligne.
Proposition 5.1.1 (See Propositions 1.6.1 and 1.6.13 of [9] .) Let K be an object in some abelian category, and suppose that we have a finite increasing filtration W on K and a nilpotent endo-morphism N of K. Then there exists at most one finite increasing filtration M on K such that N (M i ) ⊂ M i−2 for every i ∈ Z and that, for every k ∈ N and every i ∈ Z, the morphism N k induces isomorphisms Gr
Moreover, if W is trivial (that is, if there exists i ∈ Z such that Gr
The filtration M is called the monodromy filtration on K relative to the filtration W . If W is trivial, it is simply called the monodromy filtration on K.
We will use the following theorem, which essentially follows from Theorem 1.8.4 of Deligne's Weil II paper [9] .
Theorem 5.1.2 Let K ∈ Ob Perv mf (U ), and let W be the weight filtration on K. Then the monodromy filtration M on Ψ f K relative to the filtration Ψ f W exists, and Gr
Proof. We reason by induction on the length of the filtration W . If K is pure (i.e., if W is trivial), then the monodromy filtration automatically exists and the statement about weights is Theorem 5.1.2 of Beilinson and Bernstein's paper [5] , where it is attributed to Gabber. Now assume that W is of length ≥ 2, and that we know the result for every object of Perv mf (U ) with a shorter weight filtration. Let a ∈ Z be such that W a K = K and Gr 
This is equivalent to saying that
As the filtration M on F a−1 L is the weight filtration up to a shift, the inclusion above is also equivalent to the fact that (
, so applying the snake lemma to the commutative diagram with exact rows : 
and so the fact that Gr M i L is pure of weight i − 1 follows from the induction hypothesis.
Cohomological direct image functors and weights
Proof. As Poincaré-Verdier duality exchanges p H k f * and p H −k f ! and preserves the categories Perv mf , it suffices to treat the case of p H k f * .
By Nagata's compactification theorem (see for example Conrad's paper [7] ), we can write f = gj, with j : X −→ X an open embedding and g : X −→ Y proper. After replace X by the blowup of X − X in X , we may assume that the ideal of X − j(X) is invertible. Then j is affine, so j * is t-exact, so we have
• j * for every k ∈ Z. By Proposition 4.1(ii), it suffices to prove the corollary for j. By Proposition 4.3, we may assume that X is affine, and hence that there exists h ∈ O(X ) generating the ideal of X − j(X).
So we see that it is enough to prove the corollary in the following situation : there exists
Let i : Y − X −→ X be the inclusion of the complement. Let K be an object of Perv mf (X), and denote by W its weight filtration. Let a ∈ Z. We want to find a subobject L of j * K such that L is of weight ≤ a and j * K/L is of weight > a. (This clearly implies that j * K has a weight filtration.)
If W a K = 0, then K is of weight > a, so j * K is of weight > a, and we take L = 0.
If W a K = K, then K is of weight ≤ a, so j ! * K is of weight ≤ a by Corollary 5.4.3 of [6] . So it is enough to find a subobject L of weight ≤ a of j * K/j ! * K such that (j * K/j ! * K)/L is of weight > a. But we know that j * K/j ! * K = i * p H 0 i * j * K (by (4.1.11.1) of [6] ), which is a quotient of i * Ψ f K(−1). As Ψ f K has a weight filtration by Theorem 5.1.2, so does j * K/j ! * K, and we can find a L with the desired properties.
Suppose that 0 = W a K = K, and let K = W a K and K = K/W a K. By the previous paragraph, there exists a subobject L of weight ≤ a of j * K such that j * K /L is of weight > a. As K is of weight > a, so is j * K . Using the exact sequence
we see that j * K/L is also of weight > a, so we can take L = L . Denote by
Perv mf (X) the derived functors of the exact functors j * : Perv mf (X) −→ Perv mf (U ) and j * : Perv mf (U ) −→ Perv mf (X).
Then this derived functors (j * , j * ) form a pair of adjoint functors.
Proof. By Corollary 8.12 of [19] , it suffices to prove that the underived functors form a pair of adjoint functors. But, once we know that both functors preserve the full subcategories Perv mf ⊂ Perv m , this follows from the adjunction for the categories Perv m .
More about nearby and vanishing cycles
The goal of this section is to summarize Beilinson's construction of the functors of unipotent nearby and vanishing cycles (see [3] ), to show that these functors preserve the subcategories Perv mf , and to deduce that a complex of objects of Perv mf (X) whose cohomology sheaves have support in a closed subscheme Y of X is quasi-isomorphic to a complex of objects of Perv mf (Y ). (This will be useful when constructing the inverse image by a closed immersion, see section 7.2.)
Beilinson's construction of unipotent nearby and vanishing cycles
Assume that we are again in the situation of section 5.1, so f : X −→ A 1 is a morphism of
We have an isomorphism π 1 (G m , 1) (i) For every K ∈ Ob Perv(U ), there is a functorial isomorphism
where the right-hand side is a complex of perverse sheaves concentrated in degrees 0 and 1 and the transition morphisms are given by the α i,i+1 . Moreover, the limit stabilizes for i big enough, and the morphism N : Ψ
corresponds to the morphism on the right-hand side induced by the β i+1,i .
(ii) For every i ≥ 0, write γ i,i−1 for the diagonal map in the following commutative diagram of functors Perv(U ) −→ Perv(X) :
(where the horizontal maps come from the natural transformation j ! −→ j * ).
Then, for every K ∈ Ob Perv(U ), the limit
(where the complexes are concentrated in degrees 0 and 1) stabilizes for i big enough to a perverse sheaf on X, that we will denote by Ξ f K. This defines an exact functor Ξ f : Perv(U ) −→ Perv(X) (called the maximal extension functor), and moreover we have a functorial isomorphism D X • Ξ f Ξ f • D U and two functorial exact sequences
in which the maps are the obvious ones. For example, in the first sequence, the map
is induced by the commutative squares
(iii) The complex of exact endofunctors of Perv(X) defined by
in degrees −1, 0 and 1, where η : j ! j * −→ id is the counit of the adjunction (j ! , j * ) and ε : id −→ j * j * is the unit of the adjunction (j * , j * ), has its cohomology concentrated in degree 0 and isomorphic to the functor i * Φ 
Its kernel Ω f is an exact endofunctor of Perv(X), and we have functorial exact sequences
in which the unmarked maps are the obvious ones. Proof. We already know the result for Ψ u f , by Theorem 5.1.2. Suppose that K ∈ Perv mf (U ). Then K ⊗ f * L i is in Perv mf (U ) for every i ≥ 0. Indeed, if we denote by W the weight filtration on K, then we get a weight filtration on K ⊗ f * L i by setting
By definition of Ξ f , this implies that Ξ f K ∈ Perv mf (X). The conclusion for Φ u f and Ω f then follows from points (iii) and (iv) of Theorem 6.1.3.
An application
Let X be a K-scheme and Y 
Proof. Note that the canonical t-structure on D b Perv mf (X) induces a t-structure on D [6] , to show the corollary, it suffices to show that, for all
Let (U a ) a∈A be a finite affine cover of X. For every a ∈ A, we have a cartesian diagram of immersions
and Perv m (U α ) are isomorphisms of objects of Perv mf (X) and Perv mf (U α ). Using this and Corollary 5.2.2 we get for K, L ∈ Ob Perv mf (Y ) and n ∈ Z a canonical isomorphism
As we have an injective morphism L −→ a∈A j a * j * a L in Perv mf (Y ) (by Corollary 5.2.1 again), this reduces the corollary to the case where X is affine. Now suppose that X is affine. By an easy induction on the number of generators of the ideal of Y , we may assume that this ideal only has one generator, i.e., that there exists a function
, which will finish the proof. By (iv) of Theorem 6.1.3 and Corollary 6.1.4 we have two exact sequences of exact endofunctors of Perv mf (X) : 
The last statement follows from the fact that we have equalities
7 Construction of the stable homotopic 2-functor H mf
Direct images
If f : X −→ Y is a morphism of K-schemes, we write 0 f * for p H 0 f * . Remember that if f is affine, then 0 f * is right t-exact for the perverse t-structure by [6] Theorem 4.1.1.
In this section, we want to prove the following result. (a) for every X ∈ Ob(Sch/K), the functor R X : Perv mf (X) −→ Perv m (X) is the obvious inclusion;
(b) for every morphism f :
We will give the proof of this proposition near the end of this section. The main ingredients are :
(1) Beilinson's calculation of derived direct images in derived categories of perverse sheaves, and in particular his result that, if [19] ) that will allow us to compare compositions of left and right derived functors. 
To see that H mf, * is a 2-functor and that R is a natural transformation, we use Theorem 8.10 of Shulman's paper [19] . It gives us everything that we need, except the fact that the connection morphisms H mf, * (g) • H mf, * (f ) −→ H mf, * (g • f ) are isomorphisms; but this last point follows from the similar fact for H m, * and the fact that the functors R X :
Note that to use Shulman's result, we should make sure that the functors f ∼ * and Γ are respectively right and left derivable, in the sense of Definition 8.6 of [19] . For f ∼ * this follows from Beilinson's results, and for Γ we can replace the categories Perv mf (X) with the categories Pro Ind Perv mf (X) (see Definition 6.1.1 of [14] ). By Theorem 8.6.5 of [14] , the category Pro Ind Perv mf (X) is abelian and admits small inductive and projective limits, and we have a canonical exact and fully faithful functor Perv mf (X) −→ Pro Ind Perv mf (X). This functor induces an exact functor Finally, as the category Pro Ind Perv mf (Y ) admits small inductive limits and small products, the Godement resolution makes sense for objects of Sh(X Zar , Pro Ind Perv mf (Y )), and we can use this to construct the right derived functor of Γ. 
functorial in K 1 and K 2 and compatible with the composition of arrows in Sch/K.
Proof. By the construction of f * above and Shulman's result (Theorem 8.10 of [19] ), we only need to show the statement for the functors p H 0 f * , f affine, between the categories Perv mf (X). But then it is an immediate consequence of the similar result for the categories Perv(X). Then this functor j * is left adjoint to the functor j * :
, and the counit map j * j * −→ id is an isomorphism.
Proof. Let (U i ) i∈I be a finite open affine cover of U . For every J ⊂ I, we denote by j J : i∈J U i −→ U the inclusion. As U is separated, all the finite intersections of U i 's are affine, so the morphisms j J and jj J are affine for every J ⊂ I. If K ∈ Ob Perv m (U ), we denote by C • (K) theČech complex of K associated to the covering (U i ) i∈I , so that C r (K) = |J|=r+1 j J * j * J K and the maps C r (K) −→ C r+1 (K) are alternating sums of adjunction morphisms. The canonical morphism K −→ C
• (K) is a quasi-isomorphism, and all the C r (K) are j * -acyclic, so we get a quasi-isomorphism
Moreover, by Corollary 5.
is a complex of objects of Perv mf (U ), and j * C
• (K) is a complex of objects of Perv mf (X), which is quasi-isomorphic to j * K by definition of the functor j * . Note also that this construction is functorial in K.
Now we want to define a unit map ε : id −→ j * j * and a counit map j * j * −→ id. If K is a complex of objects of Perv mf (U ), then j * K is quasi-isomorphic to the total complex of the double complex j * C
• (K), so j * j * K is quasi-isomorphic to C • (K), and we can take for η the inverse of the canonical quasi-isomorphism K −→ C
• (K). (Note in particular that η is an isomorphism, which gives the last statement of the proposition.) If L is a complex of objects of Perv mf (X), then j * j * L is quasi-isomorphic to the total complex of the double com-
, and C b Perv mf (X) is a full subcategory of C b Perv m (X)), and it is easy to see that this induces a morphism L −→ j * C
• (j * L), which is the desired morphism ε. To finish the proof, it suffices to show that, for
is the identity and the composition
is an isomorphism. The first statement is clear from the explicit descriptions of j * , ε and η, and the second statement follows from the conservativity of the functor R U .
Inverse image by a closed immersion
Then this functor i * admits a left adjoint i * :
, and the counit i * i * −→ id of this adjunction is an isomorphism. Moreover, we have an invertible natural transformation θ i :
Finally, if i : Y −→ Z is another closed immersion, then the following diagram is commutative :
where the vertical maps come from the composition isomorphisms i * i * (i i) * and the uniqueness of the adjoint.
Proof. By Corollary 6.2.1, we have an equivalence of categories 
, and we can make sense of the first two terms in D b Perv mf (Y ), so we will try to construct the left adjoint of U as their cone.
More precisely, let (U i ) i∈I be a finite open affine cover of U . For every J ⊂ I, we denote by j J : i∈J U i −→ X the inclusion. As X is separated, all the finite intersections of U i 's are affine, so the morphism j J is affine for every J ⊂ I. If K ∈ Ob Perv mf (X), we denote by
by sending a complex K to the total complex of the double complex D
• (K).
Let's show that V is left adjoint to U . For every complex K of objects of Perv mf (Y ), the morphism of double complexes
is clearly the identity of U (K). So we have constructed the unit and counit of the adjunction, and shown that the counit is an isomorphism.
To construct the isomorphism θ i , we use the isomorphism R Y • V ∼ −→ i * i * • R X constructed above and the last statement of Corollary 6.2.1. The last statement is also easy to check.
Inverse images
In this section, we construct the inverse images functors as the left adjoints of the direct image functors of Proposition 7.1.1.
First we treat a particular case. For every smooth equidimensional K-scheme X, we denote by 1 1 X the constant sheaf on X, seen as an object of Perv mf (X)[− dim X]. Proposition 7.3.1 Let X, Y ∈ Ob(Sch/K), and suppose that X is smooth equidimensional. Let p : X × Y −→ Y be the second projection.
Then the functor p * :
In particular, we get a natural isomorphism θ p :
Proof. 
Let a X : X −→ Spec K be the structural map. Note that, as a X * 1 1 X ∈ D ≥0 Perv mf (Spec K), we have
So the canonical morphism Λ −→ H 0 a X * Λ X (coming from the unit of the adjunction (a * X , a X * ) gives a morphism u X :
, then we have a morphism
where the third arrow is the isomorphism of Proposition 7.1.4. This morphism is an isomorphism because its image by R Y is an isomorphism, and we denote it by ε.
Now we want to construct η. Consider the commutative diagram
where q 1 = id X × p, q 2 = a X × id X×Y and i is the product of the diagonal embedding of X and of id Y . Note that q 1 i = q 2 i = p. Using Proposition 7.1.4, we get an isomorphism
As i is a closed immersion, we know (by Corollary 7.2.1) that the functor i * has a left adjoint i * . This and the functoriality of H mf, * gives a morphism
Note also that using the unit of (i * , i * ) and the analogue of the natural transformation ε for q 2 instead of p, we get a morphism
which is an isomorphism because its image by R X×Y is an isomorphism. Putting all these together gives η :
Note that the couple (1 1 X , u X ) is unique up to unique isomorphism if it exists.
Proof. First note that, thanks to Corollary 7.2.1 and Proposition 7.1.5, if h : Z −→ X is an open embedding or a closed embedding and the result is true for X, then it is also true for Z, and moreover we have a canonical isomorphism 1 1 Z h * 1 1 X . Moreover, if X is smooth, then the result follows immediately from Proposition 7.3.1. In particular, we get the result for X affine, because in that case X is a closed subscheme of some A n .
For a general K-scheme X, we chose a finite open cover X = n i=1 U i such that the result is known for every U i . (For example, we can take a finite affine open cover.) We want to show that this implies the result for X. We reduce to the case n = 2 by an easy induction on n. Let j 1 : U 1 −→ X, j 2 : U 2 −→ X and j 12 : U 1 ∩U 2 −→ X be the inclusions. By the beginning of the proof, we have canonical isomorphisms 1 1 U i |U 1 ∩U 2 1 1 U 1 ∩U 2 for i = 1, 2, so, using Proposition 7.1.5, we get morphisms v i :
Applying a X * , we get a triangle
Composing it by a X * v gives 0, by definition of v, so it comes from a map
, and so the map u X is uniquely determined. Now we show that (K, u X ) represents the functor of the statement. For every L ∈ Ob(D b Perv mf (X)), the map u X :
and we must show that this is an isomorphism. If one of the adjunction maps
12 L is an isomorphism, then this follows directly from the definition of K and a X and the result of the corollary for U 1 , U 2 and
−→, and we use the five lemma.
Finally, the last statement follows from the explicit definition of u X . Now that we have the object 1 1 X , the proof of the following corollary is exactly the same as the proof of Proposition 7.3.1. In particular, we get a uniquely determined 2-functor H * mf : Sch/K −→ TR such, for every morphism
Moreover, for every morphism of K-schemes f : X −→ Y , we have an invertible natural transformation
, and this is compatible with the composition of morphisms in Sch/K.
Proof. By Proposition 1.1.17 of [1] , to show the first statement, it suffices to show that, for every
, where i = id X × f and p is the second projection. The first map is a closed embedding, so it admits a left adjoint by Corollary 7.2.1, and the second map admits a left adjoint by Corollary 7.3.3. The natural transformation θ i and θ p are also constructed in these corollaries, and we take θ f equal to :
By a slight abuse of notation, we will write that θ f = θ p • θ i .
Suppose that we are given a second morphism g : Y −→ Z, and that we are trying to prove the compatibility between θ f , θ g and θ gf . Consider the commutative diagram : y, g(y) ), i = id X × (gf ) and p , p , p , q are the obvious projections. Then θ g = θ p • θ i and θ gf = θ p • θ i . So it suffices to prove that : In other words, if f 1 :
functorial in L 1 and L 2 and compatible with the composition of arrows in Sch/K.
Proof. By the construction of the functors f * above, we only need to show the statement when f 1 and f 2 are both closed immersions, or when they are both projections. If f 1 and f 2 are both projections, the result is obvious. If they are both closed immersions, the result follows from the construction in the proof of Corollary 7.2.1 and from Proposition 7.1.4.
Poincaré-Verdier duality
Just as in sections 7.1 and 7.3, we can prove the following result. (a) for every X ∈ Ob(Sch/K), the functor R X : Perv mf (X) −→ Perv m (X) is the obvious inclusion;
This functor satisfies the same compatibility with as in Proposition 7.1.4, and it admits a global right adjoint H 
Tensor products and internal Homs
Definition 8.1 Let X be a K-scheme. We denote by ∆ X : X −→ X × X the diagonal embedding. We define a functor
Note that it follows from Proposition 7.3.5 that, for every morphism of K-schemes
Proposition 8.1.1 The operation ⊗ X defined above makes D b Perv mf (X) into a symmetric monoïdal triangulated category. Also, the object 1 1 X constructed in Corollary 7.3.2 is a unit for ⊗ X , and the functor R X :
Proof. The first statement follows easily from the commutativity and associativity of (which in turn follows from the similar statement in D b m (X), as is exact). Moreover, for every K ∈ Ob D b Perv mf (X), if p : X × X −→ X is the second projection, then :
This proves the second statement. Finally, the fact that R X is monoïdal follows from the fact that it preserves , and the last statement Corollary 7.3.2 (i.e., the isomorphism R X (1 1 X ) Λ X ) implies that R X is unitary.
The main result of this section in the following :
Proof.
(A) As before, denote the canonical morphism
Finally, using that D Spec K (Λ) Λ, this gives an isomorphism
Perv mf (X). We have 1 1 X = a * X 1 1 Spec K , and so Proposition 7.4.2 gives an isomorphism
By the calculation above,
As R X (K) and D X (R X (L)) are perverse, this is concentrated in degree ≤ 0, and so
for k ≤ −1 and
Using the fact that Perv mf (Spec K) (resp. Perv mf (X)) is a full subcategory of Perv m (Spec K) (resp. Perv m (X)) and the calculation above, this finally gives and isomorphism :
(B) Let's show the following fact : for K ∈ Ob D b Perv mf (X), we have a functorial morphism
If K ∈ Ob Perv mf (X), we have constructed in (A) an isomorphism
compatible with the analogous isomorphism for R X (K), so we get ι K by taking the inverse image of id K . • is a bounded complex of objects of Perv m (X), we denote by σ ≥p K
• the stupid filtration on K • (see for example (1.4.7) of Deligne's "Hodge II" paper [8] ). This is a decreasing filtration, and we have exact sequences of complexes :
Using the spectral sequence of (1.4.5) of [8] for the stupid filtration on K
(where ∆ X is as before the diagonal map X −→ X × X), we get a spectral sequence :
where Gr
As the direct sum in the formula above is finite, we get :
By (A), we have E pq 1 = 0 if q < 0. In particular, we get a map
Also, the element of this Hom that we are looking for comes from id K • by duality, so following the identifications shows that it is the image in E 00 ∞ of the element
In particular, this element is in Ker(E 00 1 −→ E 01 1 ). Now we do something similar for K
• a complex of objects of Perv mf (X). As above, we have a spectral sequence
By (A), we have E (1 1 X ) ).
Note that if K and L are perverse, then if we apply the functor R X , the resulting map
) is the inverse of the isomorphism of (A). Of course, this does not prove that a similar result is true in D b Perv mf (X), because the map
) is only known to be an isomorphism for k ≤ 0. (And it has no reason to be an isomorphism for k ≥ 1.) Nevertheless, we will see that the morphism u K,L defined above is always an isomorphism, even when K and L are arbitrary objects of D b Perv mf (X).
(D) Suppose that X is smooth and connected, and that L and M are locally constant sheaves on X. Then the morphism u L ,M of (C) is an isomorphism. 
and the morphism ι L : L ⊗ D X (L ) −→ D X (1 1 X ) of (B) is just the the canonical morphism L ⊗ X L * −→ 1 1 X , shifted by 2d and twisted by d (we see this easily from the definition, as L is perverse up to a shift). We will use the Yoneda description of the Ext k groups, as in section 3.2 of chapter III of Verdier's book [21] . The definition of u L ,M in (C) gives the following formula for the image of a class c in
Choose an exact sequence in Perv mf (X) representing c, say :
Tensoring this sequence by L , we still get an exact sequence in Perv mf (X) :
Then u L ,M (c) is represented by the exact sequence
where K i−1 is the amalgamated sum
being the shift of the obvious one.
We want to show that this morphism is bijective, so it suffices to construct its inverse. Suppose that c is an element of
, and choose an exact sequence in Perv mf (X) representing c , say :
Tensoring this sequence by L * , we still get an exact sequence in Perv mf (X) :
We send c to the element of Ext
represented by the exact sequence
where L 0 is the fiber product
with the morphism
. This is clearly the inverse of u L ,M .
(E) Now we show that the morphism u K,L of (C) is an isomorphism for all K, L ∈ Ob D b Perv mf (X).
Note the following two reductions : First, using the fact that all the functors are exact and the five lemma, we see that if we have an exact triangle
such that the result is true for (K , L) and (K , L), then the result if true for (K, L). There is a similar statement for the second variable L. So it suffices to prove the result for K and L concentrated in degree 0, and we may also assume that K and L are simple. Second, suppose that we have a closed immersion i : Y −→ X, and let j : U := X − Y −→ X be the complementary open immersion. Then we have a commutative diagram whose columns are distinguished triangles (all the R Hom's are taken in categories D b Perv mf (Z) with Z ∈ {X, U, Y }) :
For categories like that of mixed Hodge modules, this result follows from Lemma 6.9 of [18] , but Saito assumes (and uses) the fact that pure objects are semisimple, which is false in our case.
Proof. We obviously have Ext i
Perv mf (X) (K, L) = 0 if i < 0, and Hom Perv mf (X) (K, L) = 0 because the weights of K and L are disjoint. We denote by W the weight filtration on objects of Perv mf (X). For every b ∈ Z, we get an endofunctor W b of Perv mf (X), which is exact because weight filtrations are strictly compatible with morphisms in Perv mf (X) (by Lemma 3.8 of [11] ).
As in the proof of Proposition 8.1.2, we will use the Yoneda description of the Ext k groups, as in section 3.2 of chapter III of Verdier's book [21] . Let i ≥ 1 and let α ∈ Ext in Perv mf (X) that represents α. Applying W a to this exact sequence and using the fact that W a K = K and W a L = 0, we get a morphism of exact sequences
where can : W a −→ id is the canonical inclusion. So the class α is also represented by the second row of this diagram, hence it is trivial.
Corollary 9.3 For every a ∈ Z ∪ {±∞}, the pair ( p D ≤a , p D ≥a+1 ) is a t-structure on D b Perv mf (X).
We denote by w ≤a and w ≥a+1 the truncation functors for this t-structure. They extend the exact functors K −→ W a K and K −→ K/W a K on Perv mf (X).
Proof. Once we have the vanishing result of Proposition 9.2, the proofs of Lemmas 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 of [15] apply without modification.
Corollary 9.4
The results of sections 3 and 5.1 of [15] are still true in our situation. In particular, if j : U −→ X is an open immersion of K-schemes and K ∈ Ob Perv mf (U ) is pure of weight a, then the canonical morphisms w ≥a j ! K −→ j ! * K −→ w ≤a j * K are isomorphisms.
